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PREFACE  

This sociolinguistic survey of Garasia dialects was initiated at the request of the Indian 

Evangelical Mission. Mrs. Victoria Williams Patel is currently involved in language development 

work for the Rajput Garasia. This survey was conducted to determine what other development 

needs there were among the Garasia and Bhil related groups of northern Gujarat and southern 

Rajasthan. This survey was conducted during the following periods: January through March, 

September through November of 1987, and in January and Febuary of 1988. My wife and I were 

privileged to be a part of this project.  

We are very grateful to Mrs. Patel whose extensive field work and previous surveys laid 

the foundation for this project. I found her field notes to be indispensable in our planning.  

I would also like to mention my gratitude to my co-workers, Mr. and Mrs. Johnson 

Abraham, and Mr. Amiyanand Nag. This survey proved to be a difficult one in many ways. My 

co-workers were the ones who endured the hardships and rigors of survey in order to obtain the 

field data. This survey would have been impossible without them.  

We are all grateful to the many people who offered help along the way. Hospitality was 

extended to us throughout the area surveyed. In many cases, the survey workers were 

unexpected guests and in need of help in short notice. We thank those who provided such help.  

This survey report draws together what we have found to be the case thus far for the 

Garasia and Bhil-related groups of northern Gujarat and southern Rajasthan. I would like to 

point out, however, that sociolinguistic inquiry is an on-going process. What is presented in this 

report may have to be modified as more information becomes available. Also, over the course of 

time, language and societies change. They are dynamic, but this report is static. This report is not 

the final word on the matters it addresses. Even so, this report on the languages of the Garasia 

and Bhil-related groups of northern Gujarat and southern Rajasthan should prove to be very 

helpful for those who plan to reach these peoples. While many contributed to making this survey 

possible; if any errors are presented, they are my own.  

Bruce Cain 
10 October 1988 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Geography 

This sociolinguistic survey took place in southern Rajasthan and northern Gujarat where 

the Rajput Garasia, Adiwasi Garasia, and Bhil peoples are concentrated.  The extremities of this 

area are as follows: Pali district of Rajasthan in the north, Banswara district of Rajasthan in the 

east, Panch Mahals district of Gujarat in the south, and Banaskantha district of Gujarat in the 

west.  The area surveyed also included Sirohi, Udaipur, and Dungarpur districts of Rajasthan, and 

Sabarkantha district of Gujarat.  The most prominent topographical feature in the area is the 

Aravalli Hills.  The southern part of the Aravallis covers Sirohi, Udaipur, Banswara, and 

Dungarpur districts of Rajasthan. The area is densely forested in some places and traversed by 

small rivers (Kanungo, 1965: 7).  Normally the area is quite fertile providing its inhabitants with 

agriculture as their livelihood.  Recent droughts, however, have ruined many of the farmers 

economically.  Ethnically speaking, the survey area is characterized by a high concentration of 

indigenous peoples.  In Dungarpur, for example, the tribals make up about 65% of the total 

population of that district (Kothari, 1985: 35). 

1.2 People. 

Adiwasi of Kadzavas refer to themselves as Dungari Bhil and claimed to be related to 

the people in Bordiyala.  With this in mind Mr. Amiyanand Nag inquired of the Adiwasis in 

Bordiyala if they were not in fact Dungari Bhil.  They admitted to being Dungari Bhil, but also 

let it be known that they did not like the name. 

This sociolinguistic survey was primarily concerned with the languages of the Bhil and 

Bhil-related groups in the southern Rajasthan, northern Gujarat area.  The term 'Bhil' is a generic 

one given to the indigenous peoples by invaders (Sub-plan, 1976: 7).  The term may have been 

derived from the Dravidian word 'beel' meaning 'bow' (Prabhakar, 1972: 20), or it may have 

come from a Sanskrit verb root meaning 'to pierce, shoot or kill' because of their ability as 

archers (Sharma, 1962: 5).  Bhil populations are found in Rajasthan, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh 

and Maharashtra.  Given the present state of knowledge, it is probably not yet possible to 

produce an exact taxonomy on the various Bhil groups and their relationships to each other.  As 

Grierson so aptly noted, "The Bhils are known under a bewildering variety of names" (Grierson, 

1907. IX.III: 5).  The researchers found this to be true in the villages of Banaskantha.  The tribals 

of Bordiyala, for example, often refer to themselves simply as Adiwasi.  They sometimes refer to 

themselves as Adiwasi Garasia and occasionally as Dungari Bhil.  There is a reluctance among 

the tribals of northern Gujarat to use the term 'Bhil' in reference to themselves because of its 

negative connotation (Williams). The Rajput Garasias, who consider themselves high caste, never 
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use the term in reference to themselves, but reserve it solely for those 'low caste' tribals.  The 

tribals of Banswara and Dungarpur, on the other hand, identify themselves as Bhil without 

hesistation. Although some groups are reluctant to admit it, the tribals of northern Gujarat and 

southern Rajasthan are, in fact, Bhil or Bhil related.  Kothari has the following to say on the 

matter: 

If we analyze the social structures of the tribal groups of the state we find that there is 

great resemblance in the social structures of the Bhils, Garasiyas, Damors, and Bhil Minas.  In 

fact, the last three groups in one way or other show their origin or affinity to the Bhils.  In a 

broader way they constitute the Bhil group ethnically (Kothari, 1985: 43). 

This survey touched on several tribal communities, but focused on three groups: Rajput 

Garasia, Adiwasi Garasia (also known as Dungari Bhil or simply as Adiwasi), and the Mina Bhil 

(more commonly known as simply Bhil).  In this report these three groups are referred to as 

Rajput Garasia, Adiwasi Garasia, and Bhil respectively.  The term 'Dungari Garasia' is used to 

refer to an Adiwasi group in Lusadia village in Bhiloda taluk, Sabarkantha district in Gujurat.  

This is simply to make a distinction between them and the Adiwasi Garasia group in Bordiyala 

village in Danta taluk.  The two are not ethnically distinctive as far as we know. 

Little is known about the history of the Bhils prior to the sixth century A.D., but since 

that time their history has been one of increasing contact with the Rajput community.  Before 

the Rajputs ascended to power the Bhils dominated the entire region of southern Rajasthan.  The 

Rajputs eventually controlled the area around the seventh century.  The Bhils kept to interior, 

hilly regions of the Aravallis where they were more isolated. They did however have some 

contact with the Rajput community that may be described as cordial.  Some Rajput warriors or 

rulers who had been defeated by other Rajputs often retreated into the hilly regions where they 

co-existed with the Bhils (Rajora, 1987: 115-6).  In fact, it is believed that such an encounter may 

account for the origin of the Rajput Garasias.  The Garasias are said to be the descendants of 

Rajputs who had taken Bhil women as wives (Prabhakar, 1972: 26). 

Throughout the medieval period and up to modern times the Bhils have been renowned 

for both their chivalry and thievery.  The most famous of all Mewar kings, Pratap Singh (c. 

1550), developed a harmonious relationship with the Bhils.  Pratap often retreated into the 

wilderness areas to escape his Moghul enemies.  It was during these many years in the forests 

that his friendship with the Bhils was established.  They became devoted allies and helped the 

Mewar Rajputs fight against the forces of Akbar.  The Bhils tactics in guerilla warfare proved to 

be decisive in many battles (Sharma, 1962: 75).  Such periods of harmony were the exception 

however.  The Rajput rulers of Vagad (Dungarpur and Banswara), the rulers of northern Gujarat, 

and later Mewari rulers were in constant conflict with the Bhils.  Theirs was an all out attempt to 

suppress the Bhils.  For the Bhils' part, they never forgot that they were once the rulers of the 
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area, and they  exerted their military prowess against the Rajputs whenever given an opportunity.  

The entire nineteenth century was marked by Bhil revolts.  These revolts were largely due to the 

suppression of the Bhils' rights of autonomy (Rajora, 1987: 117-27). 

Some of the suppression of the Bhils was most certainly due to their notorious 

reputation as highwaymen and dacoits. Non-tribals who passed through tribal areas were often 

plundered (Rajora, 1987: 120).  It is interesting to note the origin of the name 'Garasia' in this 

regard.  The Garasias, who were descended from landholding chieftains, demanded part of the 

kingdoms' revenue and would obtain it through plundering.  The name 'garasia' is derived from 

the Sanskrit 'giras' which signifies 'mouthful'.  The term was applied metaphorically to indicate 

the small portion of the goods the plundering tribe claimed (Prabhakar, 1972: 25).  Although the 

Bhils now earn their livelihood through farming, there is still a great deal of thievery in the tribal 

areas.  In one instance, the researchers enquired about going to a Bhil village.  The Bhil villager 

responded that they could visit during the day, but they should leave before nightfall, or else they 

would most certainly be robbed.  If caught stealing, the Bhils have been known to respond, "I 

am not to blame; I am Mahadeo's thief."  (Kothari, 1985: 51) 

Throughout their history, the Bhils have maintained to some extent their traditional 

tribal structure.  Generally speaking they continue to live in the hilly regions.  Two types of 

settlements are found among the Bhils, nuclear villages and non-clustered villages.  The nuclear 

villages have their houses close together, and their fields are  in the surrounding areas. The non-

clustered villages have single houses on hill tops with their fields surrounding them.  The non-

clustered villages are considerably spread out.  This has caused some logistical problems for 

social welfare schemes (Kothari, 1985: 44).  The distance between the houses has been said to 

facilitate less hostile relationships with neighbors.  The tribals have said they don't live together 

because they cannot get along with each other.  For the Dungarpur/Banswara area, the Bhils 

who live in nuclear families are also the ones who live in the plains.  They are known as Vagari 

Bhils.  The ones who live in non-clustered villages live in the hills and are called Palvi Bhils.  

They are very different culturally and in social structure.  The two groups do not intermarry 

(Kothari, 1985: 45). 

The Bhil family is generally nuclear.  When a son marries he begins a new family unit.  

Often, he moves into his own house and maintains his own field.  A wife is acquired through the 

payment of bride price.  The Bhil society is organized into several patrilineal exogamous clans.  

These clans are a source of aid and community solidarity.  The clan also gives its members 

protection in the case of disputes with members of other clans (Kothari, 1985: 43). 

The religion of the Bhils can be said to be Hindu-animist.  In their animism, the Bhils 

worship and placate the natural elements.  But, the Bhils also worship Hindu gods and 

goddesses. There is a movement afoot to bring more and more tribals into the Hindu fold.  This 
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movement is known as Bhagatism.  Those who follow Bhagatism no longer worship the tribal 

gods, believe in reincarnation, and abstain from the use of liquor (Kothari, 1985: 93).  Kothari 

states of the Bhil's animism, "His animism is out-worn, mostly discredited by the high caste 

Hindus.  He is in search of new gods or goddesses on whom he could rely for his well-being."  

(Kothari, 1985: 111) 

Having introduced the Bhil tribes in a general way, a few more introductory comments 

are in order for the particular Bhil groups that remain the focus of this sociolinguistic survey.  

The Rajput Garasia tribe numbers 27,156 according to the 1971 Census of India. Other sources 

put the figure at nearly twice that (Williams).  The Rajput Garasia are concentrated in Sirohi, Pali, 

and Udaipur districts of Rajasthan where 99.8% of their total population live (Rajora, 1987:14).  

They identify their language as Garasia. 

The Adiwasi Garasia of northern Gujarat chiefly reside in Banaskantha and Sabarkantha 

districts.  They are known historically as Dungari Bhil and may have originated from Dungarpur 

(Grierson, 1907. IX.III: 14). Their population is estimated to be about 100,000 (Williams). They 

refer to themselves as Adiwasi Garasia, but what connection they have with the Rajput Garasia is 

uncertain.  The two groups can be found in some of the same areas, but the Rajput Garasia 

consider the Adiwasi Garasia as low caste and will have little to do with them (Williams).  The 

Adiwasi Garasia commonly identify their language as Adiwasi and sometimes as Adiwasi 

Gujarati. 

The Bhils of Dungarpur and Banswara often refer to themselves as Mina Bhil.  

According to sources at the Institute of Tribal Research in Udaipur, some Bhils use the term 

'Mina' to give themselves more prestige.  The Mina proper are a tribe that are concentrated in 

Jaipur area and are considered very advanced.  When a Bhil wants more prestige he styles himself 

as a Mina (Rajora, 1987: 10-1).  The Mina are not a Bhil tribe, and there is no real connection 

between them and the Bhils of Dungarpur/Banswara.  The language of the Bhils in the 

Dungarpur/Banswara area is known as Vagari (Wagdi).  Vagari is not only the mother tongue of 

the tribals, but it is also the regional language of the erstwhile Vagad Desh.  The 1971 Census of 

India states that there are some 756,000 speakers of Vagari. The relationships between the 

languages of the Rajput Garasia, the Adiwasi, and the Bhil are detailed in the remainder of this 

report. 
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1.3 Maps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Map 1 Garasia Survey area 
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Map 2 Garasia Survey area (North) 
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Map 3 Garasia Survey area (south) 
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2 GOALS. 

2.1 Dialect Area Study. 

2.1.1 Lexical Similarity. 

To determine the degree of lexical similarity among the Garasia and Bhil dialects used in 

northern Gujarat and southern Rajasthan and the degree of lexical similarity of those dialects to 

the various major languages of the region.  The degree of lexical similarity is expressed as a 

percentage based on a comparison of equivalent words using a standard word list. 

2.1.2 Dialect Intelligibility. 

To find the degree of inherent intelligibility among the Garasia and Bhil dialects used by 

the various communities. The degree of inherent intelligibility is expressed as a percentage.  The 

percentage is based on the average of the scores on a simple language test that was administered 

as described in section 4.2.1.  The sample size and standard deviation are also given. 

2.2 Bilingualism. 

To investigate the extent of bilingualism in the Garasia and Bhil communities with 

reference to Gujarati for those in Gujarat and to Hindi for those in Rajasthan.  Bilingualism was 

investigated using simple language tests as described in section 5.1.  The result is expressed as a 

percentage based on the average of the scores from members of different subgroups in a 

community.  Those tested were to make up a representative sample of the community. The 

representative sample is based upon demographic information that identifies major social factors 

which affect bilingualism. Bilingualism was also investigated using a bilingualism proficiency 

questionnaire as described in section 5.1.  The results of the questionnaire are expressed as a 

particular level of fluency as perceived by those interviewed in the community. 

2.3 Language Use and Attitudes. 

To investigate how languages are used and how the indigenous peoples of southern 

Rajasthan and northern Gujarat look upon their own language and that of others.  The methods 

of investigation included a language use and attitudes questionnaire and personal observations on 

the part of the researchers. Informal questions and candid statements from the field also aided in 

finding out information about the language situation. 
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3 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS. 

3.1 Dialect Area Study. 

On the basis of the dialect intelligibility testing, we conclude the following: 

1. The Adiwasi Garasia of Bordiyala understand the Rajput Garasia dialect to a great 

extent.  The Adiwasi of Danta taluk in Banaskantha district and Poshina taluk of Sabarkantha 

district should be able to use Rajput Garasia vernacular literature. 

2. The Rajput Garasia do not understand the Adiwasi Garasia to the same extent as the 

latter do the former.  That is to say, the Rajput Garasia speakers would not be able to use 

Adiwasi Garasia literacy materials were those materials available. 

3. The language spoken by the Adiwasi (Dungari Garasia) in the Bhiloda area of 

southern Sabarkantha is significantly different from either Adiwasi Garasia or Rajput Garasia.  

The differences are so great, in fact, that the Dungari Garasia would not be able to use the 

Rajput Garasia vernacular literature. 

3.2 Bilingualism. 

On the basis of our bilingualism investigations, we make the following conclusions for 

the Garasia groups surveyed: 

1. The Rajput Garasia are not bilinqual.  The Rajput Garasia of Gujurat do not 

understand Gujarati, and the Rajput Garasia of Rajasthan do not understand Hindi.  While 

certain individuals are more bilingual than others, the vast majority cannot even understand 

simple narrative texts in the state language.  Literature in Hindi or Gujarati cannot possibly meet 

the needs of the Rajput Garasia people. 

2. The Adiwasi Garasia of Banaskantha understand some Gujarati, but it is not certain as 

to what extent.  The Adiwasi men understand simple narrative in Gujarati, but it is not known if 

they can understand more complicated types of material as found in other genres.  The Adiwasi 

women appear to be less bilingual than the men.  The vast majority of men and women do not 

consider their bilingual ability to be at a level that is needed for using Gujarati literature 

effectively. 

3. The Adiwasi (Dungari Garasia) of southern Sabarkantha are probably not bilingual 

enough to use Gujarati. More research is needed, but present indications are that they are less 

bilingual than the Adiwasi of Banaskantha. 

3.3 Language Use and Language Attitudes. 

Our enquiries into language use revealed that for all the groups surveyed  their own 

aboriginal language is the language of the home and village, and it would continue to be so for 
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the foreseeable future.  The tribal languages are also used for inter-tribal communication.  

Gujarati is not used when members of one Garasia or Bhil group converse with other Bhil 

groups.  The state language is used with non-tribal outsiders by those who know the state 

language. 

Language attitude results are expressed on a continuum that ranges from strongly 

negative to strongly positive.  We sought to find out how the Garasia and other Bhil groups felt 

toward their own language, the state language, and other tribal dialects.  The attitudes of the 

tribals toward their own language are summarized as follows: 

1. The Adiwasi Garasia of Bordiyala feel neutral in their attitude toward their own 

language. 

2. The Rajput Garasia of Dhabaavalivav are strongly positive toward their own language. 

3. The Dungari Garasia of Bhiloda are mildly positive toward their own language. 

The attitudes the Garasia and Bhil groups have toward other tribal dialects is 

summarized as follows: 

4. The Adiwasi Garasia range from neutral to mildly positive in their attitude toward the 

Rajput Garasia language and neutral toward toward other dialects. 

5. The Rajput Garasia have feelings which range from neutral to negative toward the 

Bhil and Adiwasi Garasia languages. 

6. The Adiwasi (Dungari Garasia) of Bhiloda are neutral in their attitude toward other 

Adiwasi and Garasia dialects. 

The attitudes of the Garasia and Bhil groups toward the state language are summarized 

as follows: 

7. The Adiwasi Garasia of Banaskantha are positive in their attitude toward Gujarati. 

8. The Rajput Garasia are mildly positive in their attitude toward the state languages 

(Gujarati and Hindi). 

9. The Adiwasi (Dungari Garasia) of Bhiloda are mildly positive in their attitude toward 

Gujarati. 
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4 STUDY OF DIALECT AREAS. 

4.1 Lexical Similarity. 

4.1.1 Procedures. 

Lexical similarity was determined by comparing a 221 item word list collected in various 

communities in the region.  The results are expressed as a percentage of phonologically similar 

lexical items.  This procedure gave a tentative estimation of how dialect areas should be grouped.  

The estimation was helpful in deciding reference points for dialect intelligibility testing (see 

section 4.2).  The two procedures used in tandem gave a clear picture of how the dialects are 

related and how well the people understand each other.  It should be noted, however, that this 

was not a comparative analysis of these dialects and that no attempt has been made at 

percentages of cognate words in the historical-comparative tradition of linguistics.  Lexical 

similarity was determined by using the guidelines set forth in Blair (1987: 62).  The theoretical 

presupposition behind using lexical similarity as a means of estimating dialect groupings is that 

communities which show a higher percentage of similar words will understand each other more 

than those which show a lower percentage of similarity. 

The standard procedure involved collecting the 221 item word list from a mother 

tongue speaker of a dialect and then checking it with another.  Due to various circumstances, the 

entire list was not obtained in all places.  As a result, some percentages are based on fewer 

comparisons.  There was also a problem identifying words that were borrowed from the state 

languages.  For a variety of reasons some lists are more accurate than others.  The use of 

synonyms created its own special problems.  Some communities may have several words for the 

word 'goat' for example.  In one village a certain word would be elicited, and in another village a 

different word would be given.  In reality, both villages may use both words.  Attempts were 

made to find such synonyms with varying degrees of success.1 

Because of the various factors affecting the reliability of the word lists, the percentage 

figure of lexical similarity need not be 100% for two word lists to be considered as representing 

the same dialect.  For the purposes of this survey,  word lists showing over 90% similarity were 

assumed to be representing intelligible dialects.  Word lists showing less than 60% were assumed 

to be inherently unintelligible.  The vast majority of word lists fell within these high and low 

percentages.  These were the most ambiguous in determining how dialects were related, and 

further study using dialect intelligibility testing was needed.  The tentative dialect groupings based 

on lexical similarity were modified as a result of dialect intelligibility testing.  If, for example, 

dialects that showed 80% lexical similarity were found to be inherently intelligible, then the 
 

1 It should be noted that synonyms probably do not have exactly the same meaning.  In most cases 
there is a reason why certain words are used; however, finding those reasons can be quite difficult due 
to limitations of communication and time. 
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threshold of 90% would be lowered to 80%, and all the word lists showing 80% lexical similarity 

and higher would be considered as representing an intelligible dialect area. The opposite was also 

true.  In the event that word lists showing 89% lexical similarity came out unintelligble, then 

further dialect intelligibility testing would be needed for higher degrees of lexical similarity.  In 

such a case, the threshold would have to be moved up to 95%.  Dialect groupings based on 

lexical similarity are considered tentative until they have been confirmed by dialect intelligibility 

testing. 

4.1.2 Lexical similarity table. 

Table 1 shows the percentages of lexical similarity among the various dialects surveyed.  

The abbreviations are listed below with the language, village, tehsil or taluk, district, and state 

given in that order: 

1. GD= Rajput Garasia, Dhabaavalivav, Danta, Banaskantha, Gujarat 
2. GK= Rajput Garasia, Kui, Abu Road, Sirohi, Rajasthan 
3. GM= Rajput Garasia, Mama Pipla, Khedbrahma, Sabarkantha, Gujarat 
4. GP= Rajput Garasia, Piplo, Bali, Pali, Rajasthan 
5. AA= Adiwasi, Anaso, Bhiloda, Sabarkantha, Gujarat 
6. AB= Adiwasi, Bordiyala, Danta, Banaskantha, Gujarat 
7. AK= Adiwasi, Kadzavas, Khedbrahma, Sabarkantha, Gujarat 
8. BK= Bhil, Kharod, Dahod, Panch Mahals, Gujarat 
9. PB= Pateliya Bhil, Sakarda, Dahod, Panch Mahals, Gujarat 
10. WS= Wagdi, Sialderi, Dungarpur, Dungarpur, Rajasthan 
11. MB= Marwari Bhil, Indira Nagar, Danta, Banaskantha, Gujarat 
12. MW= Marwari, Wokli, Bali, Pali, Rajasthan 
13. RM= Rabari Marwari, Indira Nagar, Danta, Banaskantha, Gujarat 
 
 
GD 
99 GK 
97 96 GM 
96 94 97 GP 
91 87 91 89 AA 
88 77 88 75 89 AB 
93 87 93 86 93 96 AK 
84 79 82 81 92 79 88 BK 
79 76 79 76 91 79 82 93 PB 
87 79 86 80 93 79 84 84 84 WS 
70 68 73 67 84 69 74 80 80 75 MB 
75 75 77 78 83 67 76 75 75 78 80 MW 
80 78 84 77 87 76 82 81 83 80 81 85 RM 

Table 1 Lexical Similarity Percentages. 
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4.1.3 Tentative conclusions and observations. 

We tentatively set a percentage threshold at about 90% lexical similarity and assumed 

that those with such a high percentage were virtually the same dialect.  We came up with five 

major "dialects." They are grouped together as follows: 

1. Group I (GD, GK, GM, GP) 
2. Group II (AA, AB, AK) 
3. Group III  (AA, BK, PB) 
4. Group IV (AA, WS) 
5. Group V (AA, AK, GD, GM) 

There are several observations that can be made about the above groupings.  The Rajput 

Garasia show the highest degree of lexical similarity.  The word lists show that there is little 

dialect variation among the Rajput Garasia.  They constitute Group I. 

The second grouping is Adiwasi Garasia.  The dialects AK and AB are almost identical.  

People from both places say they speak the same language.  In fact, we decided to use the story 

obtained from AK as the story representing this dialect. The text from AK was tested in AB and 

showed complete comprehension.  AA is included in this grouping because 89% is so close to 

the threshold, and because the people of AA said that they have relatives in the Poshina (AK) 

area. 

Group III includes AA and extends to the southernmost extremity of the area surveyed.  

Both PB and BK are in Panch Mahals district of Gujarat.  It was in the Panch Mahals district 

that the researchers had some difficulty in finding mother tongue speakers of Pateliya Bhil.  The 

Pateliya Bhil there are showing some signs of advanced bilingualism in Gujarati.  The researchers 

reported that even the children were speaking Gujarati with each other.  In order to obtain the 

word lists, older speakers had to be sought out who still remembered the Bhil language.  The 

other Bhil group there (BK) did not appear as bilingual as the Pateliya.  This group reported that 

they can understand some Gujarati but not all. 

There are some factors about the Wagdi dialect that should be pointed out.  The list 

(WS) was obtained in Dungarpur.  Later, it was checked in Banswara.  In both instances the 

speakers were Mena Bhil.  The Mena Bhil identify Wagdi as their mother tongue. It is reported 

that not only is Wagdi the indigenous language of the Mena Bhil, but it is also the regional 

language.  The Wagdi spoken in Dungarpur and Banswara appears to be the same.  The lexical 

similarity between the two places was 100%.  Considering that the two places are over 100kms. 

apart, the degree of similarity is amazing.  The Mena Bhil in Dungarpur also reported that the 

Mena Bhil in Kherwara speak the same language, and that the people from the two areas 

intermarry.  The Adiwasi from Anaso (AA) is the variety of language spoken right on the border 

of Gujarat and Rajasthan next to Kherwara and Dungarpur. 
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Group V appears as a rather strange combination.  The word lists do show a high degree 

of lexical similarity.  Part of this may be accounted for by the fact that both GD and GM come 

from an area that is predominantly Adiwasi.  There may be some borrowing of vocabulary 

between the groups.  It is also strange that there should be such a high degree of lexical similarity 

for AK and GD, and yet for AB and GP lexical similarity is only 75%. This is accounted for by 

the fact that the AB list has not yet been checked against the Garasia lists for alternate words and 

synonyms. 

One final observation should be made concerning the lexical similarity chart.  AA 

appears to have the highest degree of lexical similarity with the most dialect areas.  Several things 

may account for this.  Adiwasi from Anaso is near a major road that joins Gujarat and Rajasthan.  

There is considerable traffic, and a high degree of contact with speakers from other dialects is 

probable.  AA is also in an area where several dialects appear to cross, and it may share more in 

common with them all.  Another reason it may appear so lexically similar to the other dialects is 

due to elicitation procedures.  When enquiring about synonyms and alternate words, it is possible 

that the speaker may not understand the questions.  "Do you also say this?" can be easily 

misinterpreted as "Do you understand this word?" etc.  If that happens, then the list is corrupted 

with words that are not really synonyms.  This is a case where dialect intelligibility testing was of 

great value in clarifying the relationship.  Contrary to expectation, the dialect spoken in and 

around Anaso in Bhiloda is not nearly as intelligible with the other dialects as the word lists 

suggest.  See section 4.2 on dialect intelligibility. 

4.1.4 Lexical similarity with the state languages. 

In addition to studying the lexical similarity between minority dialects, lexical similarity 

between the dialects and the state languages, Gujarati and Hindi, was also determined.  The 

following table gives a breakdown of the findings: 
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 Gujarati Hindi 
GD 69 47 
GK 67 45 
GM 73 50 
GP 68 50 
AA 85 54 
AB 72 44 
AK 74 50 
BK 79 51 
PB 83 52 
WS 75 49 
MB 77 58 
MW 74 52 
RM 76 51 
Hindi 58 -- 
Gujarati -- 58 

Table 2 Lexical Similarity with the State Languages. 

Table 2 shows without question a very close relationship between the dialects and 

Gujarati, and a more distant relationship between Hindi and the minority dialects.  This comes as 

no surprise.  What is interesting is the degree of lexical similarity between Gujarati and the 

dialects.  Grierson observed that these Bhil dialects were closely related to Gujarati (1907. IX.III: 

5). It should be pointed out, however, that a high degree of lexical similarity does not guarantee 

adequate intelligibility.  Recorded text testing must be used to measure intelligibility. 

4.2 Dialect Intelligibility. 

4.2.1 Procedures. 

Intelligibility among the various Bhil related dialects was measured by using procedures 

set forth in Dialect Intelligibility Testing (Casad, 1974).  This procedure involved recording texts 

from various areas, developing tests based on those texts, and administering those tests at test 

points in the dialect areas. We departed somewhat from Casad's method in how the tests were 

constructed.  Casad recommends that a group of mother tongue speakers of the dialect listen to 

the text and develop questions for the text.  The group selects the best questions for the text.  

Because finding such groups is difficult, an alternate method for developing the test was 

implemented.  The researchers formulated the questions after a translation of the text was done.  

These questions were translated back into the dialect under consideration.  The test was then 

given to mother tongue speakers of that dialect.  Questions which were consistently missed by 

the speakers were dropped from the test and not counted into the final percentages.  Such 
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questions were regarded as unusable.  From those questions regarded as usable, ten or more were 

selected to be used in subsequent testing. After a recorded text test has been prepared in this 

way, it could be used in two ways. One of the uses for the recorded text test is that of a screen 

for subsequent testees of the dialect in which the text was elicited.  This is called the hometown 

test.  If a person could not score at least 80% on a test from his own dialect, then he was 

disqualified as a testee.  A poor performance on the hometown test shows that for whatever 

reason (be it deafness or drunkenness, etc.), the person simply does not know how to take the 

recorded text tests. 

The other use of the recorded text test is to measure dialect intelligibility.  The test is 

taken from a reference point, hometown tested, and then administered to various test points. In 

each test point, ten or more people take recorded text tests from the various reference points 

(questions on the text are always in the test point's dialect).  The scores of the ten testees are 

averaged.  A test point's average score on a reference point's recorded text test is the percentage 

of intelligibility that test point has in regard to the reference point's dialect.  For example, if test 

point A had an average score of 90 on reference point B's test, then we would conclude that the 

percentage of intelligibility of A in reference to B is 90%. 

Based on the percentages of lexical similarity, we proposed the following tentative 

groupings of dialects: 

1. Group I (GD, GK, GM, GP) Story taken from GD 
2. Group II (AA, AB, AK) Story taken from AK 
3. Group III (AA, BK, PB) Story taken from AA 
4. Group IV (AA, WS) Story taken from WS 
5. Group V (AA, AK, GD, GM) Story taken from AA 

The reference points are the places from which stories (texts) were taken.  The reference 

points are considered representative of that dialect grouping.  It is important to know how well 

the people in these five speech communities understand one another. From each group, the 

researchers tried to secure a text that was to be tested in the other groups.  AA posed an 

interesting problem in this regard. Technically, AA could have provided the story for four of the 

groupings.  But since the above groupings were only tentative at this point, it would have been 

unwise to limit ourselves by not having a broader base for testing.  This is especially the case in 

light of the reliability of the AA word list (see section 4.1.3).  The researchers were able to secure 

a recorded text test from Lusadia, a village about 3 kilometers from the place the AA word list 

was elicited. The text from Lusadia was considered adequate to represent both Group III and the 

anomalous Group V.   Of the groupings listed above, two were of special interest to us: the 

Rajput Garasia and the Wagdi.  The Rajput Garasia showed very little variation over a large 

geographical area. If the people identified themselves as Rajput Garasia, then the language they 

spoke was the same as all the other Rajput Garasia regardless of where the groups lived.  
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Furthermore, linguistic work is currently underway in that dialect group which may benefit 

surrounding dialect groups.  This would especially be the case for certain Adiwasi groups who 

may understand Rajput Garasia very well.  The Wagdi was of special interest because it also 

showed little variation over a very large area.  The Ethnologue estimates the number of Wagdi 

speakers to be over 750,000 (Grimes, 1984: 395).  The majority of the Wagdi mother tongue 

speakers are Bhil.  There is also a minority of non-tribal mother tongue speakers of Wagdi in 

Banswara and Dungarpur.  Preliminary field trips indicated great potential for a language project 

to get underway there. Unfortunately, a recorded text test from the Wagdi dialect was not 

obtainable. 

In the end, we came up with three reference points and three test points.  The three 

reference points were the Rajput Garasia of Dhabaavalivav (GD), the Adiwasi Garasia of 

Kadzavas (AK),  and the Dungari Garasia of Lusadia in Bhiloda (representing the AA dialect).  

The three test points were:  The Rajput Garasia community of Dhabaavalivav, the Adiwasi 

Garasia community of Bordiyala, and the Dungari Garasia community of Lusadia2. 

4.2.2 Dialect intelligibility scores. 

The results of the dialect intelligibilty tests are summarized in the following tables.  Note 

the following abbreviations 

TP= test point, AS= average score, NS= number in sample,  SD= standard deviation. 

TP: Rajput Garasia of Dhabaavalivav 
 AS NS SD 
TESTS:    
hometown 100 23 0 
AK 'Balloon' 76 11 8.0903 
AA 'Jackal' 61 10 15.7284 

Table 3 Dialect Intelligibility Results In Dhabaavalivav. 

TP: ADIWASI GARASIA OF BORDIYALA 
 AS NS SD 
TESTS:    
Hometown 97 34 5.1101 
GD 'Son-in-Law' 98 26 4.6409 
AA 'Jackal' 48 8 21.1487 

Table 4 Dialect Intelligibility Results In Bordiyala. 

 
2 Note that the AK recorded text test was actually developed and hometown tested in Bordiyala.  This 
was considered acceptible because of the high degree of lexical similarity of the two, and because 
each place claimed to have relatives in the other.  The original story recorded in Bordiyala was not 
usable because of technical difficulties in the recording. 
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TP: DUNGARI GARASIA OF LUSADIA (AA) 
 AS NS SD 
TESTS:    
hometown 97 10 4.8304 
GD 'Son-in-Law' 72 10 7.8881 
AK 'Balloon' 77 10 9.4868 

Table 5 Dialect Intelligibility Results In Lusadia. 

From the above tables, we see which dialects are more inherently intelligible with each 

other, and which ones are less.  We find that the Adiwasi Garasia of Bordiyala understand the 

Rajput Garasia dialect to a very great extent indeed.  They scored 98 on the Rajput Garasia test.  

Generally speaking, when the average score is above 80 on a recorded text test, the people of the 

test point are said to understand the reference point dialect; perhaps so much so that vernacular 

literature from the reference point can be used in the test point.  We conclude that the Adiwasi 

Garasia should be able to use the literature that is available in Rajput Garasia. 

When we turn our attention on those scores below 80%, we make some very interesting 

discoveries.  While the Adiwasi Garasia understand the Rajput Garasia, the reciprocal does not 

appear to be true at all.  The Rajput Garasia do not understand the Adiwasi to any great extent.  

The degree of comprehension with the two groups is by no means mutual.  One would expect 

the Rajput Garasia scores to be higher in regard to the Adiwasi Garasia, expecially in light of the 

fact that the two speech communities live close to each other.  However, the Rajput Garasia do 

regard themselves as high caste, and they regard the Adiwasi Garasia as low caste.  Likewise, the 

Adiwasi dialect has low prestige in the eyes of the Rajput Garasia.  Such attitudes do affect 

comprehension.  Fasold points this phenomenon out: 

Given two closely related language varieties, speakers of the higher-status variety may 

not be able to understand the other one, but can be understood by the speakers of the lower-

status variety (1984: 149). 

(More about language attitudes can be found in section 6.) 

Some of the most interesting and perplexing scores are found in reference to the dialect 

intelligibility scores of Lusadia (AA). It is clear from the data that the Dungari Garasia have some 

understanding of Rajput Garasia and Adiwasi Garasia, but certainly not enough to use vernacular 

literature from either group.  What is even more evident is that neither the Rajput Garasia nor 

the Adiwasi Garasia understand the Dungri Garasia (AA) dialect.  This is particularly surpising in 

light of lexical similarity percentages of Dungari Garasia (AA) with the Adiwasi and the Rajput 

Garasia.  The lexical similarity percentages are 93 and 91 respectively.  (See section 4.1.3 for a 

discussion on the reliability of the AA word list).  Had we relied entirely on the lexical similarity 

percentages as our only indicator of intelligibility, we would have falsely presumed the Dungari 
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Garasia dialect to be intelligible with the Adiwasi and Rajput Garasia.  The high standard 

deviations in Dhabaavalivav and Bordiyala in regard to the AA text indicate the existence of 

factors that affect intelligibilty other than dialect distance. Such factors are not accounted for in 

our data.  Whatever the reason, the Rajput Garasia and the Adiwasi Garasia do not understand 

the Dungari Garasia dialect of Bhiloda. 

In addition to the tests cited above, other dialect intelligibility testing was done on a 

more informal basis.  The text from the Rajput Garasia of Dhabaavalivav was played for some 

Rajput Garasia speakers as far north as Pali district of Rajasthan.  One of those who listened was 

heard the next day recounting the story to a friend of his.  Those who listened to the text 

understood it without any difficulty.  The same story (GD) was also used in Siyawa (Sirohi 

district of Rajasthan, near Abu Road) as a 'hometown' test for a pilot bilingualism study among 

the Rajput Garasia speakers there.  Every person tested understood the Dhabaavalivav story 

without exception.  No respondent missed any question.  Such findings verify comments from 

the Rajput Garasia speakers that "all Rajput Garasias speak the same language." 

4.2.3 Conclusions. 

On the basis of the dialect intelligibility testing, we conclude the following: 

1. The Adiwasi Garasia of Bordiyala understand the Rajput Garasia dialect to a great 

extent.  The Adiwasi of Danta taluk in Banaskantha district and Poshina taluk of Sabarkantha 

district should be able to use Rajput Garasia vernacular literature. 

2. The Rajput Garasia do not understand the Adiwasi Garasia to the same extent as the 

latter do the former.  That is to say, the Rajput Garasia speakers would not be able to use 

Adiwasi Garasia literacy materials were those materials available. 

3. The language spoken by the Dungari Garasia in the Bhiloda area of southern 

Sabarkantha is considerably different from either Adiwasi Garasia or Rajput Garasia.  The 

differences are so great, in fact, that the Dungari Garasia would not be able to use the Rajput 

Garasia vernacular literature. 

4.3 Integration of Dialect Area Conclusions. 

On the basis of the lexical similarity percentages, we tentatively came up with 5 major 

groups.  The five groups were actually groupings of the dialects that showed about 90% or more 

lexical similarity.  It was assummed that if two dialects were 90% or more in lexical similarity, 

they would have a high degree of inherent intelligibility.  After dialect intelligibilty testing, 

however, we found that such an assumption cannot be made in regard to the dialects of Garasia 

and Bhil in northern Gujarat.  Now, it must be kept in mind that there are evidently some factors 

that are skewing the results of the dialect intelligibility tests.  Language attitudes of the Rajput 
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Garasia toward lower caste tribes certainly affect dialect intelligibility, for example.  Whatever 

those factors may be, we cannot hold to our assumption that those with over 90% lexical 

similarity with other dialects understand each other.  If a dialect like the Dungari Garasia of 

Bhiloda (AA) cannot understand the Rajput Garasia of Dhabaavalivav with the lexical similarity 

of the two groups being 91%, it is somewhat doubtful that groups of much lower lexical 

similarity will understand the Rajput Garasia.  The Bhil of the Panch Mahals and the Mena Bhil 

(Wagdi speakers) of Banswara and Dungarpur, may find the Rajput Garasia even more difficult 

to understand, being less lexically similar to Rajput Garasia. 

4.4 Residue. 

The results of the dialect intelligibility tests tell us plainly that the dialect area study for 

the Bhil-related groups of northern Gujarat and southern Rajasthan is far from over. Present 

indications are that the Bhil-related groups in southern Sabarkantha and Panch Mahals districts 

of Gujarat, and Banswara and Dungarpur districts of Rajasthan will not be able to use the 

vernacular literature of the Rajput Garasia due to dialect differences.  In light of what we know 

now, it is imperative that a sociolinguistic survey of the Bhil groups in the areas mentioned above 

be done.  Attempts were made to include the places in the Garasia survey.  However, distance, 

lack of contacts, and lack of cooperation, all combined to make the task very difficult.  It is clear 

now that these areas need to be the focus of a separate survey (or surveys). 

One final note about the dialect area study, while we have established that the Adiwasi 

communities of Banaskantha and presumably northern Sabarkantha understand the Rajput 

Garasia enough to use their material, we do not know very much about the Bhil and other 

Adiwasi communities to the north of Banaskantha. There are many unanswered questions 

concerning other language communities in Sirohi, Pali, and Udaipur districts.  Can the Bhil and 

Rabaris understand Rajput Garasia?  To what extent?  The sociolinguistic questions go beyond 

simply the aboriginal communities.  In fact, we can find the answers to our question concerning 

the Bhil dialects only in the context of knowing more about the majority dialects, namely 

Marwari.  Do the Bhil of Pali and Sirohi understand Marwari?  If a vernacular literacy program 

was developed for the Marwari communities, could it serve both the majority population and the 

Bhil minorities?  These are some of the questions that come to mind as we look to those 

language communities to the north that are related to the Rajput Garasia. 
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5 BILINGUALISM. 

5.1 Procedures. 

The first step in this study of bilingualism was to prepare demographic profiles of the 

Rajput Garasia community in Dhabaavalivav and the Adiwasi Garasia community of Bordiyala. 

These profiles provided vital information in administering the bilingualism tests and analyzing 

the results. The demographic profiles were developed in order to find a representative sample of 

the population of the community.  Basic information was elicited about every adult (15+ years of 

age) in the community. The questionnaire asked for information about age, sex, vocation, 

education, marital status, languages used in the home, travel, etc.  Such information gives a clear 

picture of the community, and shows the distribution of factors which may influence 

bilingualism. The bilingualism tests were to be given in such a way that every part of the 

community was represented in the test sample.  Demographic profiles were developed for two 

communities: the Adiwasi community of Bordiyala and the Rajput Garasia community of 

Dhabaavalivav. 

Two methods were used to assess bilingualism.  One method was recorded text testing.  

This method is similar to the dialect intelligibility method (see section 4.2).  The story or text in 

this case was in Gujarati.  The test was to be administered to a representative sample which 

consisted of considerably more than ten people.  The test scores are averaged for the various 

segments of the community as ascertained from the demographic profile.  The obvious import 

of this method is that if the people cannot understand a simple narrative in the state language, it 

is most probable they would not understand more difficult material in the state language.  Of 

course, even if the people do understand the text, it does not mean that they would be able to 

understand more complex literature.  In this latter case, more bilingualism testing would need to 

be done that could measure higher levels of bilingualism. 

The second method used for evaluating bilingualism was a bilingualism proficiency 

questionnaire.  The questionnaire consisted of some thirty questions.  The questions asked the 

repondent to evaluate his own proficiency in the state language in terms of what tasks he could 

accomplish in the state language. The tasks in question became increasingly difficult as the 

questionnaire progressed.  The first question, for example, asks, "Can you speak a little bit of X 

language?"  The last question asks, "When you speak X language do people know you are not a 

native speaker of it?"  The questionnaire used in this survey was the one presented at the Indian 

Institute for Cross-cultural Communication (IICCC) course on Sociolinguistic Surveys in 1986. 

This bilingualism proficiency questionnaire is also called the self-evaluation questionnaire and the 

'Can You Do...?' questionnaire.  The questionnaire is based on earlier questionnaires as found in 

the FSI self-evaluation test in Adams and Frith (1979), Grimes (1986: 24-26), and Quakenbush 

(1986: 269-71).  All of these questionnaires attempt to elicit responses that reflect a person's 
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bilingual ability in terms of levels of bilingualism as developed by the Interagency Language 

Roundtable Language Skill Level Descriptions (Blair 1987: 142).  Although a debated topic, it is 

generally agreed that people need to be at least at level 3 to use literature in the state language 

effectively (Bergman 1986).  Some argue that an even higher level is required.  The level 3 

description reads as follows: "Able to speak the language with sufficient structural accuracy and 

vocabulary to participate effectively in most formal and informal conversations on practical, 

social, and occupational topics." (Language skill descriptions 1987: 4-5). 

The results of the bilingualism proficiency questionnaire are reported in two ways.  The 

first way is simply to state the levels of proficiency indicated by the responses the interviewees 

have given.  If, for example, a respondent answered all the questions under the level one 

description in a way that indicated he could accomplish the tasks described, then that respondent 

was given a level one proficiency in the state language.  A difficulty soon arises in assigning levels 

of bilingualism, however. Answers are not always continuous.  Ideally, a respondent should give 

positive responses to all the questions in level one before he could give positive responses to 

level two questions, and so on.  But, it does happen that some individuals answer negatively to 

some lower level questions and positively to some higher level questions.  This happened to 

some extent in this survey.  It is difficult to assign a level of bilingualism proficiency to such 

individuals.  In light of these difficulties, the bilingualism proficiency questionnaire responses are 

also reported in terms of the total number of positive responses ( positive responses meaning 

answers that indicate bilingual ability).  The higher the total, the more proficient the individual 

reported himself to be. 

Along with the level of bilingualism and the total number of positive responses from the 

questionnaire, the respondents' scores on the recorded text test in the state language are also 

presented.  By comparing the results of the recorded text testing and the bilingualism proficiency 

questionnaire, interesting observations of the interrelationship of language posture (what one 

claims to be able to do with a language) and language ability can be made (Blair 1987: 151). 

In some situations, we wanted to investigate bilingualism in communities where our 

contacts were not very extensive.  In such cases, we used the methods described in the second 

paragraph of this section in pilot bilingualism studies.  The test and the questionnaire were given 

to ten people that came from a cross section of the community.  If the average on the recorded 

text test was below 70 percent, we concluded that no further testing was necessary and that the 

people were not sufficiently bilingual.  If the average was higher than 70 percent on the pilot test, 

then a more extensive bilingualism investigation was recommended.  We were particularly 

interested in the ability of the Rajput Garasia and the Mena Bhil in Rajasthan to speak Hindi. 

5.2 Bilingualism Testing. 
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5.2.1 Among the Adiwasi of Bordiyala. 

5.2.1.1 Demographic profile. 

In the Adiwasi village of Bordiyala in Danta taluk, information was gathered on the 

adult population of the village (183 people).  Table 6 gives a breakdown of the population in 

terms of sex, age, and education (third standard and above): 

 

 
  

Men 
  

Women Tot. 
Educated: No Yes No Yes   
Age           
15-23 14 10 25 1 50 
24-32 18 7 30 0 55 
33-45 19 4 15 0 38 
46+ 17 2 21 0 40 
Totals 68 23 91 1 183 

Table 6 Demographic Profile of Adiwasi in Bordiyala. 

Table 6 gives the number of the adults in each sex-age-education category. Table 7 gives 

the proportion of the population that is in each category: 

 Men Women Tot. 
Educated: No Yes No Yes   
Age           
15-23 8 6 14 - 28 
24-32 10 4 16 - 30 
33-45 10 2 8 - 20 
46+ 9 1 12 - 22 
Totals 37 13 50 - 100% 

Table 7 Percentage of the Population for the Adiwasi of Bordiyala. 

In this demographic profile, if the people had third standard education or higher, then 

they were regarded as educated.  It is significant to note that only 13 percent of the Adiwasi have 

reached third standard.  It is also evident that education decreases with age, and that women are 

less educated than men. 

5.2.1.2 Results. 

5.2.1.2.1 Recorded text tests. 

We sought to test a representative sample of the population in Bordiyala based upon the 

demographic information.  Table 7 gives the breakdown of the community in terms of factors 
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that sometimes influence bilingualism.  We planned on testing at least 5 people from each 

category present in table 7 with the exceptions of educated men above the age of 45 and 

educated women.  In both cases, those segments of the Bordiyala community are either not 

significant or non-existent.  A full representative sample called for a total of 55 people to be 

tested (20 women, 35 men). However, the actual sample tested fell short of this objective. Table 

8 gives the number of people actully tested in each category: 

 
 Men Women Tot. 

Educated: No Yes 
Not 

Applicable   
Age         
15-23 2 2 1 5 
24-32 5 2 2 9 
33-45 3 1 1 5 
46+ 6 NA 0 6 
Totals 16 5 4 25 

 

Table 8 Number and Distribution of Adiwasi Tested in Bordiyala. 

Note that in only two categories was the objective of testing at least 5 people met: 

uneducated men between the ages of 24-32, and uneducated men 46 years of age and above.  In 

all other categories, the tested sample is simply too small to provide statistically sound data.  This 

is especially the case for the women.  Out of 25 testees, only 4 were women.  Table 9 gives the 

results of the recorded text test for bilingualism in Gujarati. 

KEY: mean/ number of testees/ standard deviation--are given in that order 
 

Men 
Educated No Yes 
Age   
15-23 100/2/0 93/2/10.6066 
24-32 97/5/4.3817 100/2/0 
33-45 95/3/4.6188 100/1/0 
46+ 94/6/7.3930 Not Applicable 
Men's Total 96/16/5.5602 97/5/6.7082 
Women's Total 81/4/4.6188 Not Applicable 

Table 9 Results of the Gujarati Recorded Text Test in Bordiyala. 

The most obvious observation one can make from looking at table 9 is that men appear 

to have a very good understanding of basic narrative text in Gujarati.  Interestingly enough, 

education does not appear to make much difference among the men.  When we look at the 

average for the women, however, we notice a considerable drop in comprehension.  It is 
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unfortunate that more women were not tested.  It is often the case that the first women who 

come forward to be tested are the most bilingual in the community.  It might be that if a larger 

sample of women from each category were tested, the averages would be significantly lower than 

those presented here. 

We conclude from the limited data that the Adiwasi men of Bordiyala understand basic 

Gujarati narrative very well.  We are hesistant to make such a conclusion for the women without 

additional data.  In any case, to understand a simple narrative in the state language requires only a 

rudimentary knowledge of that language.  More testing, especially with women, would need to be 

done to find out how well the Adiwasi of Bordiyala understand other kinds of texts in Gujarati. 

5.2.1.2.2 Bilingualism proficiency questionnaire. 

The bilingualism proficiency questionnaire was administered to 26 Adiwasi speakers in 

Bordiyala (11 women, 15 men).  There were certain difficulties in administering the 

questionnaire.  The Adiwasi called their own language "Adiwasi Gujarati" or "village Gujarati".  

If asked if they could speak Gujarati as well as a native speaker, they thought of themselves as 

native speakers. To clarify the form of Gujarati to which the bilingualism proficiency 

questionnaire was referring, the researcher differentiated between "village Gujarati" and "pure 

Gujarati".  The responses were then in reference to "pure Gujarati".  The results of the 

questionnaire are in Table 10.  (Note that the following abbreviations are used: LEV= level of 

perceived bilingual proficiency, TPR= total number of positive responses, RTT= recorded text 

test scores on Gujarati text, IDN= identification number as found in the demographic data for 

Bordiyala, SEX= gender of respondent). 

LEV: 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 
TPR: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 6 1 1 1 6 
RTT: 92 85 100 85 77 92 - - 100 92 100 - - - - - 
IDN: 60 61 58 8 9 5 10 11 12 22 44 37 43 45 50 101 
SEX: M F M F F M M F M M M F F F F F 
                 
LEV: 0+ 0+ 1 1 1 2 2+ 2+ 2+ 4             
TPR: 5 5 8 8 8 18 23 22 23 27             
RTT: - - 92 - - 100 100 100 100 85             
IDN: 108 3 7 35 20 98 36 100 155 38             
SEX: F M M F F M M M M M             

Table 10 Bilingualism Proficiency Questionnaire Results in Bordiyala. 

From Table 10, we see that everyone reported themselves as having some proficiency in 

Gujarati.  We also see that most perceive themselves at only at 0+ proficiency.  Ten of the 12 

women interviewed were assigned the level of 0+.  It is regrettable that we do not have Gujarati 

RTT scores for these women.  It is interesting to note that the level and total-positive-response 
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indicators do not contradict each other.  No one rated at a higher level has as low a TPR as those 

at the next lower level. 

When we look at the RTT scores in relation to the levels and TPR numbers, we note 

that in the case of Bordiyala, some people who reported themselves as having only a little ability 

in Gujarati actually scored quite high on the recorded text test.  It seems unlikely that people 

would purposely underestimate their ability in the state language.  In light of the prestige Gujarati 

has, it seems more likely that people would claim to be more bilingual than they are. (See Lusadia 

results on bilingualism proficiency questionnaire as an instance of this).  What do these RTT 

scores in conjunction with the questionnaire results show us then? Perhaps they show that to 

score well on a simple Gujarati narrative does not require a very high degree of bilingualism. 

Because of this, we do not automatically conclude that a community is bilingual enough to use 

available literature simply because they score well on a recorded text test in the state language. 

On the basis of the bilingualism proficiency questionnaire and the Gujarati recorded text 

test, we surmise that the Adiwasi Garasia are not bilingual enough to use Gujarati effectively.  If 

by their own estimation the majority are only at 0+ level, and a community needs to be at least at 

level 3 to use literature effectively, then Gujarati is not adequate to meet the needs of the Adiwasi 

Garasia people. 

5.2.2 Among the Rajput Garasia of Dhabaavalivav. 

5.2.2.1 Demographic profile. 

In Dhabaavalivav, information was gathered on 112 people, the approximate number of 

Rajput Garasia adults in the village and surrounding area.  Table 11 gives the distribution of this 

population in terms of sex, age, and education: 

                  Men                       Women            Tot. 
Educated    No            Yes        No                Yes 
Age 
15-29       10             6         26                 1     43 
30-40       15             6         18                 0     39 
41+         15             0         15                 0     30 
Totals      40             12        59                 1     112 
 

Table 11 Demographic Profile of the Rajput Garasia in Dhabaavalivav. 

Table 11 gives the number of the population and the distribution.  Table 12 gives the 

proportion of the population that is in each category: 
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                       Men                       Women          Tot. 
Educated        No               Yes        No            Yes 
Age 
15-29           8.9              5.35       23.2          .89   38.34 
30-40          13.4              5.35       16             -    34.75 
41+            13.4               -         13.4           -    26.8 
Totals         35.7             10.7        52.6          .89   99.89 
 

Table 12 Percentage of the Population for the Garasia of Dhabaavalivav. 

Table 12 shows that men are more educated than women and that the younger are more 

educated than the older.  Only 11.6 percent of the total population reached third standard or 

higher, all of whom were under 41 and only one of whom was a woman. 

5.2.2.2 Results. 

5.2.2.2.1 Recorded text tests. 

We sought to test a representative sample of the population in Dhabaavalivav based 

upon the demographic information.  Table 12 gives the breakdown of the community in terms 

of factors that influence bilingualism.  We planned on testing 5 people from each category 

presented in Table 12.  Note that educated men over 40 years of age, and educated women were 

not represented in the sample because the demographic profile showed that these categories 

were not significant for Dhabaavalivav.  A full representative sample called for a total of 40 

people to be tested.  However, after testing 22 people from various categories, it was decided 

that further recorded text testing was not necessary because the scores were so extremely low. 

Table 13 shows how many people were tested in each category: 

                      Men                    Women           Tot. 
Educated        No            Yes        No             Yes 
Age 
15-29            1             2          6              -    9 
30-40            4             0          4              -    8 
41+              3             -          2              -    5 
Totals           8             2         12              -   22 
 

Table 13 Number and Distribution of People Tested in Dhabaavalivav. 

Below are the scores of all those tested.  The first number is the number of the 

individual as found in the demographic profile for Dhabaavalivav.  The second number is the 

percentage of correct answers. 
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                        Men 
Educated        No               Yes               AVERAGE = 39 
Age                                                NO. TESTED = 10 
15-29          41/0              2/8               STD. DEV. = 29.89 
                                 6/25              I.D. NO./SCORE 
30-40          29/5 
               51/58 
               98/42 
               95/50 
41+            18/83 
               46/0 
               79/75 
 

Table 14 Men's Scores on Gujarati Test in Dhabaavalivav. 

 
                      Women                        AVERAGE = 31 
Age                                                NO. TESTED = 12 
15-29           3/33             99/33             STD. DEV. = 24.85 
                114/17           100/58            I.D. NO./SCORE 
                113/0            96/42 
30-40           52/17            1/50 
                21/75            35/50 
41+             63/0 
                76/0 

Table 15 Women's Scores on Gujarati Test in Dhabaavalivav. 

The average score for the men on the Gujarati recorded text test was 39 out of 100.  

Two of the highest scores came from men who were over 41 years of age.  The one who scored 

83 travels to the nearby town of Ambaji once a week, and he has gone to Ahmedabad several 

times for purchasing.  Interestingly enough, the two young men who were considered educated 

scored 8 and 25. 

The average score for the women on the Gujarati test was only 31%.  The woman who 

scored the highest (75) is not educated and does not travel outside of the village very often.  

Apparently her husband knows some Gujarati, and she has picked some up from him. 

Given these remarkably low scores for a simple Gujarati test, we felt that further 

bilingualism recorded text testing was unnecessary.  Generally speaking average scores of 80 and 

above for the various categories indicate a basic grasp of a simple story in the state language.  We 

conclude that the Garasia of Dhabaavalivav have very little understanding of Gujarati. 

5.2.2.2.2 Bilingualism proficiency questionnaire. 

The following table gives the results of the bilingualism proficiency questionnaire 
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administered in the Rajput Garasia community of Dhabaavalivav.  (Note that the following 

abbreviations are used: LEV= level of perceived bilingual proficiency, TPR= total number of 

positive responses, RTT= recorded text test scores on Gujarati text, IDN= identification 

number as found in the demographic data for Dhabaavalivav, SEX= gender of respondent). 

LEV:   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  0+  0+  0+ 
TPR:   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   2   2 
RTT:  17   0  17   0  50   0  50  42   0   0  75  50  33  33  58 
IDN:  52  63 114 113   1  46  95  96  76  41  21  35   3  99 100 
SEX:   F   F   F   F   F   M   M   F   F   M   F   F   F   F   F 
 
LEV:  0+  0+   1   1   2 
TPR:   2   1  13  10  15 
RTT:  58  42  83  75   - 
IDN:  51  98  13  79  39 
SEX:   M   M   F   M   M 
 

Table 16 Results of the Bilingualism Proficiency Questionnaire in Dhabaavalivav. 

A total of twenty people were interviewed from a wide cross-section of the community.  

Twelve of the people simply stated they had no ability in Gujarati.  Five claimed to be able to 

speak a little Gujarati.  Two people were at level 1, and one person was reported as being at level 

2.  Note that the TPR numbers agree with the levels assigned to those interviewed.  People who 

have higher TPR scores also were given higher levels of perceived proficiency. 

It is interesting to note that if all the RTT scores at a particular level are averaged and 

compared to the average of people at other levels, there does seem to be a correlation between 

the recorded text test scores and the levels.  The average RTT score for all those at 0 level is 25.  

The average RTT score for all those at 0+ is 45, and the two scores for those at level 1 averages 

to 79.  In the case of Dhabaavalivav, those who said they knew more Gujarati actually scored 

higher on the Gujarati recorded text test. 

The data from the questionnaire only confirms what the recorded text tests indicated.  

Namely, the Rajput Garasia of Dhabaavalivav are not bilingual in Gujarati.  In light of these 

results, we conclude that the Rajput Garasia do not know Gujarati and perceive themselves as 

such. 

5.2.3 Pilot Studies in Bilingualism Elsewhere. 

5.2.3.1 Among Adiwasi communities. 

A pilot bilingualism study for Gujarati was conducted in the Dungari Garasia 

community of Lusadia in Bhiloda taluk of southern Sabarkantha district.  Both the bilingualism 

proficiency questionnaire and the Gujarati recorded text test were used to test ten people. The 
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results are as follows:  (Note that the following abbreviations are used: LEV= level of perceived 

bilingual proficiency, TPR= total number of positive responses, RTT= recorded text test scores 

on Gujarati text, IDN= identification number as found in the demographic data for Lusadia, 

SEX= gender of respondent). 

LEV:  0+  0+  1   2   2   2   2   2   4  4+ 
TPR:   1   1 11  23  22  21  14  19  25  27 
RTT:  82  82 64  82  82  36  55  55  55  91 
IDN:   5   7  4   1   2   3   6  10   8   9 
SEX:   F   M  F   M   M   M   M   F   M   F 

Table 17 Results of the Pilot Bilingualism Study in Lusadia. 

Out of the ten people, five were given level 2 proficiency in Gujarati.  Three of the five, 

however, scored only 36, 55, and 55 on the Gujarati recorded text test.  On the other hand, 

respondent 5 scored 82 on the RTT and is reported at level 0+.  The field notes from Lusadia 

have this to say about Santhiben (5), "In her case, she admitted that she cannot speak Gujarati, 

though she understands to some level.  When she spoke to us, she was struggling to bring some 

comprehension or sense for us."  How is it that one at such a low level, confirmed by 

observation, scored higher on the RTT than the two men at level 2?  We can only conclude that 

these men overrated their ability in Gujarati.  It is also interesting to compare the results with 

those of Bordiyala.  The average score for the recorded text test in Lusadia is only 68, but their 

proficiency levels appear higher than those of Bordiyala whose RTT scores are much higher.  It 

appears that the respondents overrated themselves over all.  This is a case in which language 

posture does not match up with language ability. 

As mentioned above, the average score on the Gujarati recorded text test is only 68 with 

a standard deviation of 17.8213. Normally in pilot bilingualism studies the threshold of 70 is used 

to indicate whether further bilingualism testing should be done or not.  If the average of ten 

people is under 70, it is concluded that the people are not bilingual enough to necessitate further 

testing.  A score of 70 and above on a sample of ten indicates that further testing is necessary to 

more accurately assess the community's bilingual ability.  Sixty eight is quite low especially when 

one considers the bio-data of some of those tested.  The bio-data of seven of those tested is 

given in Table 18. 

IDN     SEX     AGE     EDU     OCC 
1        M      60       4      Retired state police 
2        M      25       9      Farmer 
3        M      66       7      Police 14 years 
4        F      17      10      Homemaker 
7        M      40      10      Farmer, church lay leader 
8        M      25      12      Military service 
9        F      28      12+     Teacher in middle school 
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Table 18 Bio-data of Lusadia. 

The seven certainly do not appear to be typical in terms of education. They are rather an 

elite group.  If the average, even with an elite group, is only 68, then it might be that further 

testing would yield averages that are much lower.  The preliminary indications from this pilot 

study of bilingualism are that the Dungari Garasia of Lusadia (AA) are not very bilingual in 

Gujarati.  While the amount of bilingualism the community has is hard to determine from such a 

small amount of data, it appears that the ability is far below what is needed to effectively use 

Gujarati. 

5.2.3.2 Among Rajput Garasia communities. 

A pilot bilingualism study for Hindi was conducted in the Rajput Garasia community of 

Siyawa in Abu Road tehsil of southern Sirohi district of Rajasthan.  Both the bilingualism 

proficiency questionnaire and the Hindi recorded text test were used to test ten people.  The 

results are as follows: (Note that the following abbreviations are used: LEV= level of perceived 

bilingual proficiency, TPR= total number of positive responses, RTT= recorded text test scores 

on Hindi text, IDN= identification number as found in the demographic data for Siyawa, SEX= 

gender of respondent). 

LEV:  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2  4 
TPR:  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 13 25 
RTT: 10  0  0  0 10  0  0  0  0 80 
IDN:  1  3  4  5  6  8  9 10  2  7 
SEX:  M  M  M  M  F  F  F  F  M  M 

Table 19 Results of the Pilot Bilingualism Study in Siyawa. 

Here also, the results of the questionnaire and the RTT scores tend to correlate.  Which 

is to say, those at lower levels also scored low on the recorded text test in Hindi.  The one who 

scored the highest on the RTT was also assigned the highest level.  The one anomaly in the 

sample is IDN 2 who was assigned a level 2 but did not understand the Hindi story.  Such 

inconsistencies underscore the fact that questionnaires for evaluating bilingualism proficiency 

should not be used by themselves in any attempt to arrive at an accurate assessment of a 

community's bilingualism. 

The results of the Hindi recorded text test are extremely low. The average for the 

sample was a mere 10% on the test.  Only one person managed to get 80% on the test.  The 

Rajput Garasia story from Dhabaavalivav was used to screen the testees.  The testees understood 

the Rajput Garasia perfectly, but the Hindi story was a different matter.  Mr. Johnson Abraham 

reports that one man listened intently to the Rajput Garasia story, answered the questions, 
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enjoyed hearing it; but when the Hindi story began, he immediately took the headphones off his 

head and held them out.  He said, "No, no, no.  Take it.  Take it.  This is Hindi!" 

Two people did manage to get 10% on the story, but the point was actually a give away.  

The Hindi story starts out talking about a person's crops failing due to a lack of rain.  The first 

question on the recorded text test asks, "Why did the crops fail?" Considering that Rajasthan and 

Gujarat were experiencing one of the worst droughts of the century, it didn't take a whole lot of 

imagination to answer the question.  Even so, seven others could not answer the question. 

The conclusion is obvious.  The Rajput Garasia of southern Sirohi do not know Hindi.  

They appear to have no illusions about their bilingual ability.  The particular village in which this 

pilot study was done is not far from Abu Road town.  The village is not as isolated as some.  We 

suspect that the Rajput Garasia of the rest of Rajasthan do not know Hindi either. 

5.3 Conclusions. 

On the basis of these bilingualism investigations, we make the following conclusions for 

the Garasia groups surveyed: 

1. The Rajput Garasia are not adequately bilingual.  The Rajput Garasia of Gujurat do 

not understand Gujarati, and the Rajput Garasia of Rajasthan do not understand Hindi.  While 

certain individuals are more bilingual than others, the vast majority cannot even understand 

simple narrative texts in the state language. Literature in Hindi or Gujarati cannot possibly meet 

the spiritual needs of the Rajput Garasia people. 

2. The Adiwasi Garasia of Banaskantha understand some Gujarati, but it is not certain 

to what extent.  The Adiwasi men understand simple narrative in Gujarati, but it is not known if 

they can understand more complicated types of material. The Adiwasi women appear to be less 

bilingual than the men.  The vast majority of men and women do not consider their bilingual 

ability to be at a level that is needed for using higher levelGujarati effectively. 

3. The Adiwasi (Dungari Garasia) of southern Sabarkantha are probably not bilingual 

enough to use Gujarati. More research is needed, but present indications are that they are less 

bilingual than the Adiwasi of Banaskantha. 
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6 LANGUAGE USE AND ATTITUDES. 

6.1 Procedures. 

In this investigation of language use and attitudes, we wanted to find out how the 

indigenous peoples of northern Gujarat and southern Rajasthan use their language, neighboring 

languages, and the respective state language; and we wanted to know how they feel toward these 

languages.  The results of the language use study show which languages the people use in 

different social contexts and domains.  The findings of the language attitude study describe how 

positive or negative the people feel toward the various languages.  For the purposes of this 

survey, we have used the following continuum to describe these attitudes: 

<--+----------+---------+---------+--------+---------+---------+--> 
Strongly   Negative   Mildly   Neutral   Mildly   Positive  Strongly 
Negative             Negative           Positive            Positive 

Figure 1 A Language Attitude Continuum 

Our analysis of the various language attitudes found among the Bhil, Adiwasi, and 

Rajput Garasia is expressed in terms of the above continuum. 

In order to investigate how languages are used, and how the indigenous people look 

upon their own language and that of others, two methods were used.  The first method was a 

language use and attitudes questionnaire administered to a sample from the various language 

communities.  In the Rajput Garasia village of Dhabaavalivav and in the Adiwasi village of 

Bordiyala, responses from a large sample were elicited which came from a broad cross-section of 

the community. In some places where the research was not as extensive, the questionnaire was 

administered to about ten people of various social backgrounds.  In other cases, the researchers 

would ask questions of someone in a village, and the responses were noted down.  These 

questions were basically taken from the questionnaire, but they were asked more informally. 

The second method of investigating language use and attitudes was observation.  The 

observations were made by the researchers as they visted the different language areas.  In cases 

where the researchers had a great familiarity with the indigenous language, they could observe 

directly how the people used their language and the state language in different social contexts.  

The researchers would hear comments from the people that would reveal certain positive or 

negative attitudes toward various languages.  These observations were noted.  The observations 

of other field linguists, missionaries, and social workers were also carefully considered when such 

observations were available. 
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6.2 Findings. 

6.2.1 The Adiwasi Communities. 

6.2.1.1 Language use among the Adiwasi speakers. 

Language use among the Adiwasi Garasia speakers of Bordiyala was investigated by 

administering a language use and attitudes questionnaire to twenty-six people.  The sample 

included twelve women and 14 men.  Four of the 14 men were considered educated (third 

standard or above).  The sample, although not representative, did include people of various ages 

and backgrounds.  The questionnaire yielded very consistent answers; so much so that it is 

doubtful that a larger sample would vary significantly from the answers presented here. 

Before considering the answers, some clarification needs to be made concerning the 

perceptions of the Adiwasi in regard to their language.  For whatever reason, the Adiwasi Garasia 

perceive their language as being 'village Gujarati' or 'Adiwasi Gujarati'. They do not necessarily 

perceive their language as being something separate from Gujarati.  Mr. Amiyanand Nag wrote 

this in connection with administering the questionnaire: 

Here people know about one language.  That is Gujarati. And, they don't have any other 

idea.  Everyone whom I asked said that the language (what they speak) is Gujarati, but it is 

different from the pure one.  Some said it is Adiwasi Gujarati or village Gujarati. 

One can see immediately how problematic administering a questionnaire can be in such 

a situation.  When answering the questions, the people found it difficult to make a distinction 

between the language they speak and the state language.  With this in mind, we present the 

results of the questionnaire in the following table.  (Note the following abbreviations are used: 

VG= village Gujarati, PG= pure Gujarati, RG= Rajput Garasia). 

LANGUAGE             VG              PG              BOTH 
DOMAIN 
At Home              26               -                - 
With speakers 
of: 
VG(AG)               26               -                - 
RG                   26               -                - 
PG                   24               2                - 
Gov't. Offices       24               2                - 
Bus Travel           24               2                - 
Market               24               2                - 
Employment           25               1                - 
Among Friends        25               -                1 
School               25               1                - 
Worship              24               -                2 

Table 20 Domains of Language Use for the Adiwasi Garasia Speakers of Bordiyala. 
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One can see from the above table that Adiwasi Gujarati is used almost exclusively in 

every domain.  In some cases there are some educated people who will use 'pure' Gujarati with 

outsiders.  Mr. Amiyanand Nag summarizes the findings by saying: 

Here in the village, people use their own language... They do not change their language 

whether they meet a Gujarati speaker or Rajput Garasia speaker.  Particularly the illiterate will use 

the same language when talking to bus conductor, buying, and doing all other things.  Even with 

government officials, they will use their (own) language, and it is understood by the former... But 

the literate always try to speak in Gujarati.  Those who go out speak polished Gujarati. 

So, the Adiwasi Garasia use their own language, whatever it may be called, with 

practically everyone and in every domain.  Now, there remains the nagging question of how close 

to Gujarati is the Adiwasi language.  We should not answer that important question on the basis 

of the Adiwasis' perceptions.  Their perceptions may not be in keeping with reality.  One incident 

illustrates this point vividly.  One of the most educated Adiwasi villagers from Bordiyala had 

spent some time in Ahmedabad.  After he returned he asked Mr. Amiyanand Nag, "What 

language do people speak in Ahmedabad?"  Amiya replied, "It is Gujarati only."  The villager 

then said, "No.  If it were Gujarati I would have understood it.  I had a difficult time 

understanding them. Surely, they speak Hindi!"  One can see from this incident that something 

may be lacking in the Adiwasis Garasia's language awareness. 

6.2.1.2 Language Attitudes among the Adiwasi Garasia speakers. 

Language attitudes among the Adiwasi Garasia community of Bordiyala were 

investigated by using a questionnaire administered to a broad cross-section of people, and by 

observation.  The questionnaire was the Language Use and Attitudes Questionnaire.  We wanted 

to know how the Adiwasi Garasia felt toward their own language, other minority dialects, and 

Gujarati.  Questions 19-21 on the questionnaire relate to language attitudes about their own 

language in relation to others spoken in the area.  These questions read as follows: 

19. Which language is easiest to learn or speak? 

20. What language should children learn to read? Why? 

21. What kind of Adiwasi person stops speaking Adiwasi? 

Out of the twenty-six respondents only four people said Adiwasi Garasia was easiest to 

learn.  Five people said that both Adiwasi and Gujarati were easiest to learn.  The remaining said 

that Gujarati was easiest to learn.  The answer of Gujarati in reference to question 19 is difficult 

to interpret.  Only one lady said that Gujarati is easiest but she added, "We have our own way of 

speaking (it)."  One wonders which language they were thinking of when they answered 

'Gujarati.' 

In reference to question 20, all but one respondent answered that children should learn 
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to read Gujarati.  The reasons given were predictable: employment, to talk with officials, 

everyone speaks it, taught in school, etc. 

No one answered question 21. 

From looking at the responses to these questions, we would say that the Adiwasi 

Garasia felt something less than positive about their own language.  In fact, their readiness to 

identify their language as being Gujarati (although their own dialect) may indicate some feeling of 

inferiority toward their own language. The data is a bit ambiguous.  We venture to conclude, 

however, that the Adiwasi Garasia of Bordiyala feel neutral in their attitude toward their own 

language. 

From looking at the above answers, we find the Adiwasi Garasias' attitude toward 

Gujarati.  Their answers to these questions do reveal a rather positive attitude toward Gujarati.  

They see the need for Gujarati in very practical terms.  However, they don't feel so positive 

about the state language to make education a top priority.  The demographic profile of Bordiyala 

reveals that very few are educated.  We would say then that the Adiwasi Garasia of Bordiyala are 

positive in their attitudes toward Gujarati. 

The Adiwasi Garasias' attitude toward other dialects was also investigated.  The 

questions pertaining to attitudes toward other dialects were the following: 

16. Where do people speak Adiwasi Garasia different from you? 

17. Would people from your group marry someone from that group? 

18. Where do people speak Adiwasi Garasia the same as you?  Do people from your 

group marry people from that group? 

People stated that the dialect spoken in Bhiloda was different. The dialect spoken in 

Palanpur taluk was also different.  They said that the dialect spoken in Poshina was the same as 

theirs. In all cases they have marriage relations.  Responses to the questionnaire seem quite 

neutral in regard to other dialects of Adiwasi Garasia. 

While responses were elicited about other Adiwasi Garasia dialects, it is interesting to 

note that no respondent referred to the language of the Rajput Garasia.  We glean information 

regarding their attitude toward Rajput Garasia from some observations and candid comments.  

In the Adiwasi village of Kadzavas near Poshina, we asked one Adiwasi which was the best 

language.  He responded by saying that Rajput Garasia was better than Adiwasi because the 

Rajput Garasia are higher caste.  Miss Vickie Williams has also heard similar comments in the 

Danta area.  On one occasion an Adiwasi told her that she should learn Rajput Garasia because it 

is a better language.  On other occassions, Miss Williams has noted that the Adiwasi do 

sometimes laugh when they hear a Rajput Garasia recording.  But, the fact that some Adiwasi 

would regard Rajput Garasia as a better language is amazing.  We would conclude then that the 

Adiwasi Garasia range from neutral to mildly positive in their attitude toward the Rajput Garasia 
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language. 

6.2.2 The Rajput Garasia Communities. 

6.2.2.1 Language use among the Rajput Garasia speakers. 

Language use of Rajput Garasia speakers in Dhabaavalivav was investigated by 

administering a questionnaire to a sample of 27 people of various social characteristics3. Table 21 

gives a summary of the responses in reference to various domains of language use: 

LANGUAGE USED 
                Garasia      Adiwasi     Gujarati   Mixed     ? 
DOMAIN 
At Home           27           -            -        -       - 
With Speakers 
of: 
Garasia           27           -            -        -       - 
Adiwasi           23           2            -        2       - 
Gujarati          21           -            5        1       - 
Gov't Office      11           -            7        2       7 
Bus Travel        18           -            8        1       - 
Market            20           -            3        4       - 
Employment        17           -            7        2       1 
Friends           27           -            -        -       - 
School             1           -            1       21       4 
Worship            3           -            1        -      23 

Table 21 Domains of Language Use for the Rajput Garasia Speakers of Dhabaavalivav. 

By way of explanation for Table 21, "mixed" refers to a mixture of Gujarati and Rajput 

Garasia except when used in reference to Adiwasi speakers.  In the case of the latter, "mixed" 

refers to a mixture of Rajput Garasia and Adiwasi.  The ? is used to refer to those who did not 

give an answer to the question.  This generally happened when people did not understand the 

question. 

From Table 21 we see that Garasia is the language of choice for the home.  It is also the 

language for use with friends and other Rajput Garasia speakers.  It is interesting to note that of 

those interviewed only 5 would use Gujarati when speaking to Gujaratis. A few more people 

would use Gujarati when communicating with government offices (post office, loan applications) 

and when riding the state bus4. When the Garasia children are in school, the medium of 

instruction is Gujarati, but when playing at school Garasia is used.  This is why the term "mixed" 

is predominant for the school domain.  For the domain of worship, the respondents did not 

 
3 The 27 people did not make up a full representative sample. Because the responses were so 
consistent among those interviewed, we felt it unnecessary to get a full sample. 
4 One of the most bilingual persons interviewed (scored 83 on the Gujarati test) stated, "In panchayat 
office we will use Gujarati; and sometimes when much explanation is needed, Garasia will come. 
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understand the questions.  Question 5 of the questionnaire asked what language they used at the 

temple. Question 6 asked what language they used for prayer meetings and when speaking to the 

pujari.  The main religious figure in the village is the Bhopa, a type of shaman.  He is always 

Garasia. Consequently, the people use Garasia to speak to him.  In regard to speaking to Adiwasi 

people, 2 respondents stated that they use Adiwasi, and 2 others stated they mix some Adiwasi 

words in with their Garasia.  By and large, most people simply use the Garasia language when 

speaking to the Adiwasi.  In summary, we can say the the Rajput Garasia use Garasia extensively, 

and in certain domains exclusively. 

The questionnaire was asked of ten Rajput Garasia speakers in Siyawa village near Abu 

Road, Rajasthan.  The chief difference was that the state language was Hindi.  The responses 

were very similar to those given in Dhabaavalivav.  Six males and 4 females were interviewed.  

Only one respondent used Hindi with outsiders. Another respondent claimed he would use a 

Hindi, Garasia mixture when talking to outsiders5. The other 8 used Garasia even when speaking 

with Hindi speakers.  In Siyawa there is a school; and the medium is Hindi, but the children 

speak Garasia to each other.  It was reported that when people go to get a loan at the panchayat 

office, they ask Hindi speakers who can understand Garasia to speak for them. 

Observation has also provided some insight into the language use patterns of the Rajput 

Garasia communities.  The questionnaires revealed that many Garasia speakers use Rajput 

Garasia when conversing with the Adiwasi.  This fact has been observed.  Miss Williams 

reported that the Rajput Garasia and the Adiwasi converse with each other fluently but each in 

his own language.  Given the similarity of the dialects, this comes as no surpise.  The Rajput 

Garasia also speak to the Rabari in the Garasia language.  The Rabari converse with the Garasia 

in their Marwari dialect.  The researchers have also observed the use of various languages in 

school. In the village of Siyawa, for example, it was observed that the classes were being taught 

in Hindi, but the children were whispering to each other in Garasia.  The teacher was reported to 

have had a difficult time making out what the children were saying.  Recently a medical worker 

was posted in the area.  She is a mother tongue Hindi speaker, and she also speaks Marwari. She 

reported that in order for her to do her job, she must learn Garasia. 

6.2.2.2 Language attitudes among the Rajput Garasia. 

  Language attitudes among the Rajput Garasia speaking community of Dhabaavalivav 

were investigated by use of a language use and attitudes questionnaire administered to a broad 

cross-section of people, and by observation.  We wanted to know how the Garasia felt toward 

their own language, other indigenous dialects, and the state language. In regard to feelings the 

Garasia had to their own language, the researchers asked the following questions:  Which 

 
5 This respondent scored extremely low on the Hindi recorded text test 
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language is easiest to learn?  What language should children learn to read? Why?  What kind of 

Garasia person stops speaking Garasia?. 

All those interviewed stated that Garasia was the easiest to learn.  When asked what 

language should the children learn to read, the answers were enlightening.  Of the 27 

interviewed, 10 didn't know, 4 stated Gujarati, 2 said Garasia, and 11 said that both Garasia and 

Gujarati literacy should be taught.  Those who said that Gujarati was the language of choice for 

reading, said so because of the practical benefits (i.e. employment) that came with education.  It 

is interesting to note that 13 were very positive about Garasia literacy.  One respondent 

commented, "If there is a Garasia medium school, children should go there, but they should 

learn Gujarati also." Such comments show a practical regard for the state language, and a very 

positive attitude toward their own language.  The most interesting comments came in response 

to the question, "What kind of Garasia person stops speaking Garasia?".  Seventeen people 

either did not answer or could not imagine such a thing happening.  Seven people said it was "no 

problem."6 Some tried to imagine how someone would stop speaking Garasia. They said things 

like, "Maybe if someone joined the military or moved to town, they would stop speaking 

Garasia."  None of those interviewed could think of an actual case where this really happened.  

Some of those interviewed admitted that they would be angry with a person who intentionally 

stopped speaking Garasia.  As one person put it, "I don't know of anyone, but if there is 

someone, we will fight with him."  Given their very positive attitude toward Garasia literacy and 

their belligerent attitude toward those who might forget Garasia, we conclude that the Rajput 

Garasia of Dhabaavalivav are 'strongly positive' toward their own language. 

The Rajput Garasia's attitude toward other dialects was also investigated.  Of particular 

interest was their attitude toward the Adiwasi language.  As already mentioned, most Garasia 

speakers use their own language when speaking with the Adiwasi. The questions pertaining to 

attitudes toward other dialects asked, "Where do people speak Garasia diffently from you?" and 

"Would people from your group marry people from that group?". Half of the respondents gave 

no answer because they could not think of any group that spoke Garasia differently.  Many said 

that all Garasia speak the same.  But, it should be pointed out that to some Rajput Garasia, the 

term 'Garasia' language means the language that they themselves speak.  Consequently, they do 

not consider what the Adiwasi speak as Garasia.  Often times they refer to the Adiwasi language 

as 'Bhil'.  So, when they said that all Garasia speak the same, they were thinking of the Rajput 

Garasia.  There were others, however, who stated plainly that the Adiwasi or Bhil speak a form 

of Garasia.  They also pointed out that no marriage relationships existed with lower castes. The 

Bhil and Adiwasi are considered low caste.  In fact, the Rajput Garasia will not even eat with the 

 
6 Such a response is hard to interpret.  Answers like, "No problem, but at home he would 
speak Garasia," indicate that the question was not fully understood. 
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Adiwasi.  We infer from the Garasia's negative feelings toward the Adiwasi people that they are 

also negative toward the Adiwasi language.  Williams has observed this negative attitude.  She 

noted that when the Garasia heard a recording of the Adiwasi language, they laughed.  On the 

one hand, some Garasia speak Adiwasi when communicating with Adiwasi people.  On the other 

hand, Adiwasi language is associated with a low caste group.  We would say that the feeling of 

the Rajput Garasia in Dhabaavalivav towards the Adiwasi language is a range from neutral to 

negative. 

In addition to investigating the Rajput Garasia's feelings toward their own language and 

related dialects, the researchers also investigated the Garasia's attitudes toward the state language. 

In the case of Dhabaavalivav, the state language referred to Gujarati.  The questionnaire asked 

those interviewed, "What language should children learn to read?  Why?."  Of the 27 

respondents, 4 stated that the children should learn Gujarati, 11 stated that the children should 

learn both Garasia and Gujarati. The reason given for why Gujarati should be learned was that 

Gujarati was needed to secure better jobs.  A knowledge of Gujarati would give the person more 

options in the town and market.  The Garasia community showed a practical regard for learning 

Gujarati.  Being the state language, the language of education and commerce, Gujarati is valued 

and considered prestigious.  It should be kept in mind that while they feel positive about learning 

Gujarati, the demographic profile reveals that education is a very low priority in Dhabaavalivav.  

Although the Garasia generally are very positive about their own language in comparison to the 

state language, Williams has noted some Garasia speakers claimed that they spoke Gujarati but 

not Garasia.  In reality just the opposite was true (Williams).7 

Even though Gujarati is considered both prestigious and practical, if a person left the 

village to marry a Gujarati, that person would be excommunicated and lose all rights and 

privileges of belonging to the Garasia tribe.  The person is ostracized, and according to one 

person interviewed; "No one will enter that person's house or even drink water which they 

touch."  The same would also apply to a Garasia who married an Adiwasi. The questionnaire 

asked, "What kind of Garasia would marry someone who does not speak Garasia?"  Twelve 

stated they did not know.  Two said there would be no problem.  Thirteen commented that such 

a person would be excommunicated.  There appears to be an exception to this, however.  If a 

Gujarati man comes into the village and marries, the Garasia woman is not excommunicated. 

Unlike the Adiwasi, Gujarati people are considered high caste. The woman maintains her Garasia 

identity.8  

Based on the responses from the questionnaire and observation, we conclude that the 

 
7 Some researchers reported that if the Rajput Garasia are asked about their mother tongue in Garasia, 
the Garasia questioned gladly admit that they speak Garasia.  When addressed in Gujarati, some 
Garasia may be slow to admit that Garasia is their mother tongue. 
8 The Demographic Profile for Dhabaavalivav (not given in paper) gives an instance of this. 
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Rajput Garasia of Dhabaavalivav range from neutral to mildly positive in their attitude toward 

Gujarati. They see the value of knowing Gujarati and have no objection to it, but they do not 

appear to be very motivated to learn Gujarati. 

Language attitude information was also elicited from other Rajput Garasia speaking 

communities.  In Siyawa the researchers interviewed 10 people (6 men, 4 women).  The attitudes 

expressed were very much the same as those expressed in Dhabaavalivav.  The people 

interviewed could not conceive of anyone who stopped speaking Garasia.  So, they seemed to 

feel neutral about the idea of someone who intentionally stopped speaking Garasia.  On one 

occassion, however, when a fellow in Siyawa was asked how he would feel if someone chose to 

no longer speak Garasia, he replied, "Such a man, we would throw him out of the village!"  

Another person replied, "No one will stop speaking Garasia if he is true Garasia, because at 

home he has to use Garasia."  The Rajput Garasia of Siyawa are strongly positive about their 

own language.  In regard to other dialects, the people are decidedly negative about the Bhil 

groups.  One respondent explained that people whom they considered low caste and Bhil have a 

different kind of Garasia, but they understand each other.  He went on to say, "We won't even 

drink water with them, then why are you asking about marriage?!"  None of the people 

interviewed claimed to speak the other dialects, although they said they can understand the Bhil 

and Adiwasi. In the Garasia community of Mama Pipla (Khedbrahma, Sabarkantha, Gujarat), we 

observed that the Garasia spoke disparagingly of the Adiwasi language when we were asking 

about some Adiwasi words. Based on the interviews and observations, we conclude that these 

Garasia are negative towards the Adiwasi and Bhil dialects.  In terms of attitudes towards the 

state language, the Garasia of Siyawa see the practical value of children learning Hindi, but they 

certainly do not see any prospect of Hindi replacing Garasia in the home.  The Garasia of Mama 

Pipla responded similarly in regard to Gujarati.  The Rajput Garasia are mildly positive towards 

the state language.  They see the value of learning the state language but not to such an extent 

that the children's education is given any high priority. 

Based upon the data we have, we can draw some conclusions about language attitudes 

for the Rajput Garasia speakers.  The Rajput Garasia are strongly positive about their own 

language, and they regard their language as part of their identity.  They have feelings which range 

from neutral to negative toward the Bhil and Adiwasi languages. Their attitude is partly based on 

the fact that they regard the other tribals as lower caste.  The Rajput Garasia see the value and 

practicality of knowing the state language.  The state language is the language of choice for 

education.  However, the researchers have found no strong motivation among the Garasia 

speakers for learning the state language.  Hence, we would conclude that the Garasias are mildly 

positive in their attitude toward the state language. 
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6.2.3 Other Communities. 

Language use and attitudes were also investigated in the Adiwasi (Dungari Garasia) 

community of Lusadia in Bhiloda taluk in southern Sabarkantha district of Gujarat.  This was 

done on a limited scale interviewing ten people (6 men, 4 women).  Unlike the Adiwasi of 

Bordiyala, they made a clear distinction between their language and Gujarati.  The language use 

study revealed that the people used only Adiwasi to speak to other Adiwasi.9 If the speaker knew 

Gujarati, he would use Gujarati with all outsiders whether in government offices or in the 

market, etc.  Some reported that the children would use Gujarati in the classroom, but Adiwasi 

on the playground.  For the domain of worship, Gujarati would be used when Gujarati 

participants were present.  Otherwise, Adiwasi was used.  There is one interesting usage of 

Gujarati in regard to Christian worship.  People stated that they speak Gujarati to the pastor as a 

sign of respect.  Our pilot study in language use shows that Adiwasi is the language of the hearth, 

home, and village; and consequently, the best language in which to communicate the truths of 

the Gospel. 

Language attitudes were also investigated by using the Language Use and Attitudes 

Questionnaire.  In the Adiwasi community of Lusadia, all thought that their own language was 

easiest to learn.  They also felt very strongly that no one would ever forget the Adiwasi language.  

They felt that Gujarati should be the language of education.  They are aware of some dialect 

differences in Kherwara, Rajasthan, but they understand them and would have marriage relations 

with them.  From the little we know, we would conclude that the Adiwasi of Lusadia are mildly 

positive toward their own language and Gujarati.  They appear to be neutral in their attitudes 

toward other Adiwasi dialects. 

 
9 There is one exception to this.  Indu Ben, a teacher in the middle school, said that she used Gujarati 
with other Adiwasi if they knew Gujarati. 
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7 RECOMMENDATIONS. 

7.1 For Further Survey. 

While progress has been made identifying the literacy needs of the Bhil-related groups in 

northern Gujarat and southern Rajasthan, much remains to be done.  The dialect area study 

points out that the Adiwasi (Dungari Garasia) of Bhiloda taluk of southern Sabarkantha do not 

adequately understand either the Rajput Garasia of Dhabaavalivav or the Adiwasi Garasia of 

Bordiyala.  Thus, they may need separate development of their own.  However, it is not yet 

known how the Dungari Garasia understand the Wagdi in bordering Dungarpur district of 

Rajasthan.  Language development in Wagdi, a regional as well as an aboriginal language, has the 

potential of meeting the needs of the indigenous peoples of southern Sabarkantha. 

In regard to Wagdi, it is not yet known whether they will understand Rajput Garasia or 

not.  It seems likely that they will not.  But, that must yet be determined.  The extent of dialect 

variation among the Wagdi speakers is also unknown. In light of these unknowns, it is strongly 

recommended that a sociolinguistic survey be done of the Wagdi speaking areas (Banswara and 

Dungarpur districts of Rajasthan) that would also include southern Sabarkantha district of 

Gujarat. 

Even further south than Sabarkantha district, there are more Bhil dialects in the Panch 

Mahals district that need to be surveyed. The Bhil-related groups in Bhiloda reported that the 

languages in the Panch Mahals are considerably different.  The Rajput Garasia speakers in 

Banaskantha recently came in contact with some Bhil groups from the Panch Mahals.  The latter 

were working with road crews in the Banaskantha area.  The Rajput Garasia told the researchers 

that they could not make out what the people from the Panch Mahals were saying.  Thus, a 

survey should be done of the Panch Mahals in order to determine their language needs. 

To the north of Banaskantha district, there are regional languages whose development 

needs have yet to be uncovered.  Northward into Sirohi district of Rajasthan, the Marwari 

language becomes increasingly dominant.  Ethnic groups such as the Rabaris and some Bhils 

have their own dialects of Marwari.  The majority populations also have their own dialect of 

Marwari which varies from district to district.  Marwari actually is part of a larger family of 

Rajasthani dialects.  In Udaipur district, to the east of Sirohi, Mewari is predominant.  The 

language needs of the indigenous peoples in these districts can only be properly assessed if the 

needs of those who speak the Rajasthani dialects are known.  It is strongly recommended that a 

sociolinguistic survey of practically the whole of Rajasthan be conducted with the dialect area 

study being the primary focus. 
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7.2 For Vernacular Literacy. 

The Rajput Garasia community appear to be very positive about vernacular literacy.  At 

least, those who can conceive of such a thing are positive.  They are also positive about literacy 

in the state language although ability is lacking.  It is recommended that a Rajput Garasia 

vernacular literacy program get under way as soon as possible.  Gujarati script should be used for 

the Garasias in Gujarat, and Devanagri script should be used for the Garasias in Rajasthan.  This 

would facilitate easy transferral of reading skills to the state languages. 

In regard to the Adiwasi Garasia of Banaskantha and northern Sabarkantha (Poshina 

area), our studies indicate that a Rajput Garasia vernacular literacy program should suffice.  A 

word of caution is in order, however.  Further observation and information may modify the 

conclusions presented in this report. There may be some language attitude problems that were 

not detected before.  One should be alert for such things.  Even so, the attempt should be made 

to use Rajput Garasia material to meet the needs of the Adiwasi Garasia of that area. 

7.3 Future Language Development. 

While our survey indicates no significant dialect differences among the Rajput Garasia, 

there may be other reasons beside linguisitic ones for shifting the reference dialect from 

Banaskantha district to southern Sirohi district.  Sirohi district has the greatest concentration of 

the Rajput Garasia. This is certainly noticeable in Abu Road tehsil.  Throughout the Garasia 

survey we heard time and again from various Rajput Garasia in sundry places that they often go 

to the Abu area.  It appears to be a social and cultural center for the Rajput Garasia.  Language 

development work done there may have the potential of impacting more of the Rajput Garasia 

more easily. 

As for the Adiwasi Garasia of Banaskantha and surrounding areas, present data indicate 

that they could use the Rajput Garasia.  This conclusion may have to be altered after more 

information is obtained.  In regard to the Adiwasi using Gujarati, it is doubtful that they will 

understand Gujarati to the extent of effectively reading and writing in the language.  If Gujarati 

were to be used for the Adiwasi, it would have to be a very simple sort that reflects the Gujarati 

dialect of the northeastern part of the state.  It is recommended that Garasia be used with the 

Adiwasi on somewhat of a trial basis.  If Garasia literature is found to be inadequate, then the 

whole matter of the Adiwasi language development need must be opened once again. 

Language development needs for the other Bhil-related groups of the northern Gujarat 

and southern Rajasthan area are yet to be determined. 
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8 A WORD ABOUT WAGDI. 

As mentioned in the introduction, Wagdi (Vagari) was a particular focus in this survey.  

Indeed, it was.   A considerable amount of time was spent in attempting the field work in the 

Dungarpur and Banswara area.  Mr. Johnson Abraham made the twelve or more hour bus trip 

from Danta to Banswara four times in the course of the survey.  He and Mr. Amiyanand Nag 

spent about a month altogether in trying to secure the necessary data.  But, lack of contacts and 

cooperation hampered the efforts from the very beginning.  To conclude, however, that because 

we could not do all that we needed to do , it was a waste of time would be erroneous to say the 

least.  In this chapter, I consolidate and summarize the pertinent information concerning the 

Wagdi language that has been gathered through research and field trips.  The areas of dialect 

study, bilingualism, and language use and attitudes are dealt with in brief. 

8.1 Dialect Area Study. 

All the sources consulted mentioned nothing about a dialect variation among Wagdi 

speakers. Books that mention Wagdi (also known as Vagari) present it as a linguistic unit.  This 

seemed to be somewhat verified by the word lists collected on the survey. The word list was 

elicited and checked in Dungarpur.  Then, the researchers went over the word list with Wagdi 

speakers in Banswara and found no differences. 

While dialect variations are not mentioned in our sources, there are other things written 

which need to be considered when looking into dialect differences.  The Wagdi speaking 

community is made up of three distinct groups.  There are two different Bhil groups who speak 

Wagdi.  One group, called the Palvi Bhil, live in the hilly areas.  The other group of Bhils are 

referred to as Vagari Bhils, and they live in the plains.  The two groups do not intermarry and 

differ in their "ostensible mode of behavior, style of life and institutional framework" (Kothari 

1985: 45).  In addition to these two Bhil groups, there are mother tongue speakers of Wagdi who 

are not tribal.  They live in the cities and are more educated on the whole.  The social distance 

among Wagdi speakers may play a greater role in dialect variation than geographical distance.  

Dialect variation must be investigated. 

Wagdi does appear to be significantly different from Mewari which borders Wagdi on 

the north.  One Mewari speaker in Udaipur told me plainly that Mewari speakers have a difficult 

time understanding Wagdi.  That is not the case between Mewari and Marwari speakers, by the 

way. 

8.2 Bilingualism. 

No formal bilingualism tests have been done in Banswara/Dungarpur, but several 

observations have been recorded. The researchers themselves, who know both Hindi and 
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Gujarati, reported that they had difficulty being understood.  Some Hindi speakers from other 

areas told the researchers that Hindi was not understood by the locals.  Wagdi must be learned if 

one is to communicate with the local people.  The researchers also saw this first hand.  Writes 

Mr. Johnson Abraham in his field notes: 

The bilingualism is quite poor.  An example can be given here.  A boy from a village two 

kilometers from town is working in the house where we stayed.  He is 13 years old.  The house 

owner was telling that they are finding it difficult to explain to him his work.  They are Hindi 

speakers.  We, too, observed that.  He never understands what is said to him, but he speaks his 

own language. 

If such is the case for villagers living near cities, how much more the case for those 

Wagdi speakers living in more rural areas.  It would seem that for further research, a pilot 

bilingualism study might suffice for bilingualism evaluation. 

8.3 Language Use And Attitude. 

In the Banswara/Dungarpur area, Wagdi is used in every domain. It is the language of 

home, village, market, and business.  It is even the language of offices.  Mr. Johnson Abraham in 

his observations states, 

Now, in the offices,...right from the senior officer to the peon, they used Wagdi only...  

We observed in the post office and in the provision shops.  In bazaar, the village language only is 

used.  This is also Wagdi. 

The All India Radio of Rajasthan broadcasts information and news once a week in 

Wagdi.  There is also a newspaper available in Wagdi. 

There are over 750,000 mother tongue speakers of Wagdi (Grimes 1984: 395) and there 

are no signs of Wagdi giving way to Hindi. Rajora in his study of Bhil elites observed that even 

these elites "converse in Hindi except with the members of the family, kins, and kiths" (1987: 

74).  He defined the Bhil elites as follows: 

Bhil elites are those who held political or public position right from panchayat raj to 

parliament, who occupy a responsible position in a organised segment of services, etc., and who 

have acquired higher education, including professional (1987: 182). 

The attitude of the Bhils and others toward Wagdi appears to be quite positive.  The 

Ethnoloque states that there is no sense of inferiority attached to the language (Grimes 1984: 

395).  Kothari acknowledges his gratitude to the tribal leaders.  He states, "It is they who made 

me to learn the tribal dialect (1985: iv)."  The Bhils seem eager to teach outsiders Wagdi.  Such 

observations and episodes indicate a very positive feeling toward Wagdi. 

8.4 Tentative Conclusions. 
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On the basis of what we know at this point, we make the following conclusions: 

1. The Wagdi speakers of Dungarpur and Banswara, especially the Bhil, do not know 

Hindi enough to use Hindi literature effectively. 

2. The Wagdi speakers have a strongly positive attitude toward their own language. 

3. Wagdi is the language of choice for practically every domain. 

8.5 Recommendations. 

Obviously, more survey is necessary.  We have yet to discover where the most suitable 

central dialect for Wagdi is.  Also, more than one language development need may be present in 

the area.  It seems that for further survey to take place, more contacts need to be established 

beforehand.  Given what we know now, I would not hesitate to recommend that a language 

project be started for the Wagdi as soon as possible.  After a team has been in place for a time, 

and has established more contacts, a survey could be done more easily.  The language team could 

then modify their program according to whatever new information the survey might have turned 

up.   
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